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About This Game

TENKYU is a simple game rolling the ball to the goal without dropping the stage in the 3D world.

Key Features
· Three dimensional stage design

· All 30 stages
· 3 difficulty levels for each stage

keyboard shotrcut
· R : Retry

· N : Next Level
· P : Prev Level

· ESC : Quit Level / Quit Game
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Atelier is a decent JRPG, with fun and relaxing gameplay. The game features a turn-based battle system, cute characters and
crafting, so if you this sounds interesting then you might like this game.

Pros
+ Decent port, I have had no random drops in framerate.
+ The music is decent, Gust always do well in this area. (No BGM packs yet)
+ Crafting is still fun, and I enjoy unlocking everything.
+ The story is interesting, refreshing and well-paced.
+ Excellent character design.
+ Graphics are nice to look at.

+ No in-game timer, you can spend as much time as you like doing quests and enjoy the game at your own pace.

Cons
- This game does not include an English dub.
- The subtitles are incomplete and include grammatical and spelling mistakes etc.. Terrible nancy drew game, do yourself a
favor and skip this one.
Story is boring and characters only have an inch of depth.
There were annoying flags you had to hit before an event could trigger.
Puzzles were not fun at all.
Repetitice Mini games were irritating sine you had to play them 3 times a day without being able to skip them.. Avadon 2 is
another great game by Spiderweb.
If you played Avadon 1, you should get it straight away. The first one was good, but it was rushed and it can be seen when
compared to the next title.
Somewhat simplified gameplay, if compared to Avernum or Geneforge series, but offers the same book-like rich story and
challanging battles, moral dillemas and... lots of loot, big world and pure fun :)

Highly recommended.. Completely sucks, wandering around aimlessly in a crappy 3D world..... just want to fly planes!!!!! Stuck
in some quest mode talking to badly animated characters. Nothing like the video preview, when i did get to fly a plane it was in
trial mode and after completion got dumped back into a quest to ride bike/wander around again. Eghhhhh horrible.

Please provide an option to skip all the crap and just go straight to flying planes shooting down enemy fighters.

1/100 in terms of user experience or playability.. I think this one is a little underrated. Sure it's a revision of a game that already
existed, but it made the game so much better. This is honestly one of the more simplistic of the ND games, but I found it very
fun, and quite meta! There are a lot of fun references to the fandom of the series, and I thought that was really cool. There's also
a ton of throwbacks to other ND games and the people who love them. This is admitedly one of the shorter ND games, but I was
okay with that. It wasn't very expensive ($6.99), so I didn't mind. It's not the greatest, but I think it's one that should definitely
be played by longtime fans of the franchise.. Well great simple game, easy achivement, though it's a bit boring
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Its fantastic gameplay mechanics, interesting enemies and situations, great music, and tight controls make this one a real gem of
a shmup.. It's pretty much nothing else than some nice looking premade buildings that look nice but really are there to just look
good. There are no ways you could make custom buildings and the like. I'd say avoid it.. It seems a real shame with this game I
thought it was impossible to get worse at making games but you have quite obviously proved me very wrong. I admit I am a
Emergency services phanatic and this was painful to play through, I think you need to really take this back to the drawing board
and actually ask your target audience what they would like to play and what makes a game great for them. What is even worse is
the fact that this game is £13.49 On Offer how is that any discount at all? People work for their money and they should be
treated with the love and the care they deserve not some half finished I can't be bothered game. Come on people use some
common sense.

As you are unable to ask your audience any thing they dislike/like I have compiled a list for you

What I Dislike:
-Vehicle Handling
-Dispatcher
-No Freeplay
-Laggy water animations
-Walking for NPC's
-Lighting on one spot
-Controls
-No English Fire option

What I like:
-Missions
-Chance to work as a group
-Range of Vehicles
-Detail
-Choose What you want to play as German/American. Neat game, but as usual hindered by EA's total BS. I thought this would
be fun to download on my laptop, but it turns out EA keeps the launcher running in the tray even after you exit out of the game,
so you can say goodbye to battery life. From the moment you start it up you are barraged with so many ads the game slows
down. Despite having an i7, it took around 5 minutes for this 2009 game to load. Stay far away.. Just managed to set up my first
HQ and I'm still quite a bit confused about things but it's been getting clearer for each decision and this seems like a whole lot of
fun....in a dystopian; "You're all doomed" type of fun way....

It has me thinking of a combo of This war of mine and Tharsis, the obvious rolling and usage of dice of the latter and the
exploration/searching for items that will make you survive. (this may change as the game moves on, but....)

This seems like a lot of fun and it seems to have something that Tharsis lacked (as far as keeping me interested) in it's more
open board, Tharsis had the ship and that was it, you saw the entire board at the start, this had you move into new territory, it
gives you perks with drawbacks and so on...

I'll certainly play a lot more of this....maybe I'll realize it is awful 20 hours in....but that'll mean I enjoyed 20 hours of it and
that's still great value....
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